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Lin-Manuel Miranda [00:00:00] Hi, I'm stage and stages
Lin-Manuel Miranda, and you're listening to the Hamilcast.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:00:18] Hello everyone, welcome back to
the Hamilcast, I'm Gillian this week we're picking up where we
left off in Episode 266 with Charles G. LaPointe. He's the hair
and wig designer for Hamilton and about 70 other shows. If you
missed last week, you'll want to pause here and go check that
out. That's where he talks all about his friendship with costume
designer Paul Tazewell, which led him to the creative team four
in the Heights and duh, Hamilton. Plus, he tells us what it was
like to travel across the world and go through quarantine to put
up Hamilton in Australia. And he answers your burning questions,
like why Eliza's hair gets pulled back in Act two. And lastly,
if you haven't heard, Hamilton officially announced it will be
returning to Broadway September 14th. And tickets are now on
sale. And not just for Broadway. Tour dates are being announced.
So the stage lights will be back up soon everywhere. You can
find ticket links as well as information on the covid-19 safety
protocols at HamiltonMusical.com. I'll put them in the show
notes too just in case you know I'll be there. And I hope to see
you there, too, so. All right, let's do this. Here's part two
with Chuck LaPointe.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:01:20] Lauren is saying, I've heard that
for Hamilton, the cabinet wanted the characters to be in costume
from the neck down, but to appear with contemporary styling for
their hair and faces. Yes. And she says, is that correct? Yes.
And if so, I'm curious how the decision to or not to use a wig
was made for respective characters

Charles G LaPonite [00:01:38] Ok, in the first in the first cast
it was all based on, what ended up happening, was it became
about practicality. Was it easier to wig somebody and
consistently keep a look or could they maintain that look
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through the daily stresses of a show? So we added more wigs for
that reason. For instance, Betsey Ari, Ari was I think Ari was
changing her hair or something or wanted to relax her hair. And
we like the curly look, which is why we made the wig. So it was
all for practical reasons that people were getting wigged. Then
it came to the understudies and the covers, people who were
doing Angelica. So we've now we've created a pattern of wigging
Angelica for all three looks. We had to do that with the
understudies and covers. So then that added more wigs to the
plot and all the King Georges. And then we had to deal with
Hamilton because Lin had long hair. Do we want to keep and
maintain that kind of idea or did we want to just really base it
on each individual person? So the first couple of shows we did,
that long haired, you know, they were either Hispanic or
Caucasian people so they could have long hair. That would make
sense when you did when we got to African-American men rather
than it be like an afro or something very indicative of what
would be a period look, because Lin's character with the long
hair had a more period kind of feel to it. What did we want to
do with the different ethnicities as they came into these roles
hair wise? So African-American men, we decided, oh, let's do
much more of a tapered, shorter afro that had no real definite
didn't really live anywhere. It was just a clean kind of natural
cut, maybe with a little bit more volume for interest. It was
more that idea. Then we got into some guys who were mixed race
and they had a little looser hair. So then we now have guys that
have like. Curly hair that gets pulled into a tie, it gets let
down. You know, it's just it's all dependent upon the people
that are going in.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:03:45] Yeah, because Andrea is asking,
she says, does the sound or mic system change the style of the
wig or does the wig change the placement of the mic?

Charles G LaPonite [00:03:54] No, they just always find the best
place for.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:03:57] Yeah, because she's asking I mean,
you answered it, but she's asking how and who decides to keep
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the bald or short hair actors or put a wig on them for for
usually long haired characters, she says, for example, John Rua
covered Hamilton. He didn't have a wig on, but Ash Hunter did.

Charles G LaPonite [00:04:12] Right. It just depended. So there
was one point on Broadway where the cast changed a bit and
suddenly we had four bald men, so rather than have for bald
guys, we decided to wig some of them to create variety within
the looks, you know? But if you were a bald guy and you were a
man five and then you were studying all the principal men, you
were generally a bald man, five, you'd be a bald, let's say,
Madison Mulligan, but then we'd wig you for Lafayette Jefferson
would wig you for Hamilton just to create variation within the
the covers and also how it all plays out. It's like a game of it
is like a game of chess. You're always trying to negotiate how
the cast will line up together based on the concept of design.
So we're constantly dealing with that.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:05:02] I'm thinking of Jevon McFarren. He
was wigged for Ham, but not for Lafayette Jefferson.

Charles G LaPonite [00:05:09] Right. Very rarely have we wigged
for Lafayette Jefferson. We don't do it that often. And part of
that is because they didn't want to mimic David Diggs. They
didn't want that to become a thing. They wanted each person as
they stepped into a role to be themselves or feel have an
essence of themselves and not some iconic idea of what the role
is.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:05:29] James Monroe Igelhart would look
ridiculous.

Charles G LaPonite [00:05:32] Totally.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:05:33] with a Daveed Diggs looking wig.

Charles G LaPonite [00:05:35] Wouldn't it be more it might be
more comical that it is meant to be
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Gillian Pensavalle [00:05:40] exact, right? Exactly. Oh, he's
trying to do an impression of Daveed Diggs, which is just not
the point at all

Charles G LaPonite [00:05:46] Whereas in Australia we've done
that. We've actually put that wig in

Gillian Pensavalle [00:05:50] the Daveed wig?

Charles G LaPonite [00:05:51] Yeah, we've done a look. It's very
similar to that

Gillian Pensavalle [00:05:55] Cathrine says, speaking of
Australia, listening to all of the Hamiltalk in Australia, there
is a sense that Hamilton is changing the conversation at theater
here as it is elsewhere, she says are woman five Tigist Strode
shared the joy of putting on a wig that's so beautifully looked
and felt like her natural hair. So if you haven't seen it,
Charles, and for the listeners who haven't, her insta post said,
it's so beautiful. But the caption of her Instagram post says,
I'm in complete all of our wigs, hair and costume team. It's
hard to put into words how much it means to me to wear a wig
that truly feels and looks like my own. The significance isn't
lost on me. I feel it every single day. So Catherine says, is
this sense that the conversation about the actual norms is
changing something that you feel in your work? How is it
different in Australia than other places?

Charles G LaPonite [00:06:44] My experience in theater is based
primarily in the States and in London. So I have people that I
work with in those places that I trust to do what it is I do
there. So I don't have there's no I mean, I feel like a shout
out to Kylie Clarke for Tigist's wig, first of all, because it's
incredible. It's incredible on stage. We've never had a weird
look like this. It looks like in 17th century or 18th century
early, I can't remember who did the painting, but it's the
little young girl with the big [?] And her hair kind of goes
like this has the same feel. And Tigist's has this incredibly
beautiful round. I mean, just gorgeous face
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Gillian Pensavalle [00:07:27] The photo she posted on Instagram
looks like a painting.

Charles G LaPonite [00:07:28] Oh, my God. She looks amazing.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:07:30] She's beautiful. And I think I
pronounce your name wrong. Is it is it the hard is it to guess.
Yeah, I think so. I think I said it with a soft G. That's my
fault to just.

Charles G LaPonite [00:07:37] It's Tigist. Yeah.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:07:38] OK, great. Oh sorry. I guess I
apologize for that. I even googled pronunciations and everything
and I got the wrong information on Google but just wanted. OK, I
apologize anyway.

Charles G LaPonite [00:07:48] I could also be wrong. You know,
I'm always, I'm always fucking this shit up

Gillian Pensavalle [00:07:54] Trying. Anyway, you were saying
so. Yeah. She looks like a painting as a human being to begin
with and on her Instagram post, so.

Charles G LaPonite [00:07:59] Yeah, yeah. I mean I think the
conversation is changing when it comes to hair. There are so
many layers to people's notions of themselves, to how we see one
another to include it with all the the background that we've
grown up with and the images that we are. Are that are given to
us to tell us basically what what is beautiful and what is not
beautiful, and I think we're seeing a real change in that idea
of what is real beauty and what is what defines that and where
does it really come from. You see a lot of plus size women as
models now being represented on catwalks. You see a lot of
African-American people gracing photo covers inside magazines.
Things are actually finally starting to change a little bit. And
I think with that, where people are starting to recognize that
natural hair textures are beautiful and there's something to be
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celebrated and they're starting to believe in themselves, too.
But yet it's still fun to change your hair. I mean, girls with
straight hair want curly hair, girls with curly hair want
straight hair, girls who are black haired and want to be blond.
You know, it's like the same. The story is the same across the
board. Everybody wants to be something that they're not because
the grass tends to always be a little bit greener on the other
side and some kind of world. What's great about wigs is you can
do all that and not have to worry about changing texture because
it's done for you. I'm not sure I'm answering this question, but
I'm enjoying this tangent.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:09:38] Oh, me too. Because I have I have
I have a question for you. Have you ever been in a position
where someone you are working with tries to steer you away from
a natural hair?

Charles G LaPonite [00:09:53] Oh, yeah. Yeah. Again, it's all
about conversation. You you sit down in my chair and I need to
get to know something about you very quickly, how you feel, how
you feel within your own skin, how you how you react to wigs,
how you react to your own hair. What are your issues? Is your
hair thin as your hair thick is? You know, we're assessing a lot
of things in a very short amount of time because I do not like
to linger over fitting. I want my fittings in and out. We're
busy. We go at a lot of things do. So I want to make it as
concise as possible and yet still give voice to the actor or
actress and their issues and concerns. And generally people are
pretty upfront and say, oh, my hairline is pretty far back. I'd
love it if you bring it down. I'd love to be a redhead in this
scene. I feel like she's a red and I'll normally say, that's
fine. Let's just talk about it with the costume designer and the
director and see what they think. And it becomes a big
collaboration in the end. I will tell you the story about me and
LaChanze. LaChanze and I were doing The Color Purple, my first
big musical that is was Afro-American centric. I'm scared
shitless because they're about the first production of it. There
were only like thirty, forty wigs in it, but that's still a lot
for me. Still making it up. As I go along. I meet LaChanze for
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the first time. She comes in for a fitting and I get this look
like there is no way this honky is going to be able to do that
from her own experience of bad wigs and people not really taking
the time to pay attention. Naturally, you come in with a
skepticism. So I'm like, damn it, I'm going to prove to this
woman I can do this. Like, that was my motivation here. See if
we can nail this. We got it. We got to Atlanta. I am shaking. I
am so scared because it's just has to be right. And I can tell
she's still being very friendly, but I can tell there's a little
there's some hasn't hesitated hesitancy. She doesn't know what's
going to happen.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:11:56] And you've had that conversation
with her though about what do you want and what.

Charles G LaPonite [00:11:59] Yeah, we've talked, we've talked
about it. OK, I pulled out Texture's and showed her textures and
everything was agreed to. And, you know, I think during that
first conversation, she she relaxed once we started talking
because, you know, I'm I'm a pretty approachable guy. And I was
there to listen. I wanted I needed the feedback. I needed some
guidance with how to even do this. So I welcomed everything she
had to say. And I went in with the wig for that first day and we
put it on her head. And I mean, I still tear up when I think
about it because it just was like, oh, my God did it. And she
was so happy. Paul was happy. She got a little misty eyed. It
was just it was one of those moments where you're like, oh, my
God, like all of this stress and the tension around it because
there is so much history, negative and positive about you. It
brings in racial issues. It brings in inequity. It if there's
such a history to all of this that it's imperative that you go
in with respect and with openness and understanding that this is
not always going to be a smooth experience, that it sometimes
takes work. And it's like any movement you have to win people
over to get them to know that you are actually on their side.
You're you're you're going to win. Working toward the same goal,
I want you to look the best you can look, hopefully I succeed.
Sometimes I will fail and when I fail, I will learn and
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hopefully everybody's like that. That's how they approach it.
That's how I approach.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:13:36] Yeah. Especially when, like I said
earlier, just I can so I can feel and see and hear the care that
you put into it. So if you're failing, it's not because you
you're, you know, putting your head in the sand or digging your
heels in. It's because it's like a work in progress and
progress.

Charles G LaPonite [00:13:53] You know,

Gillian Pensavalle [00:13:54] it's just like the conversation is
ongoing.

Charles G LaPonite [00:13:56] Absolutely. And it's a continuous
conversation. It goes on well after the show opens and
continues, because people's, for instance, Jersey Boys is making
is going to be making a big comeback, hopefully in the coming
years. I want to go in and rethink a lot of things in it,
because it's 16 years old now, the opening looks or not, they're
not based on the 2000s anymore. It's based on what's happening
today that has to reflect that some way to keep it somewhat
present and rooted in theater today. That's what I that's my
contribution to that anyway.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:14:28] Susan Marie says, I'm wondering
how much theater is theater is theater, is theater around the
world and what's culturally specific and different places. So I
guess because you just came back from Australia, she's saying,
what is it like working in Sydney versus New York City? But you
also said you have a lot of experience in London.

Charles G LaPonite [00:14:47] So, well, Sydney Sydney doesn't do
as much production of new works. It's stuff they're bringing in,
it's tours and things like that. Or it's like Hamilton, they're
their production is more relegated to there of like the Sydney
Theater Company and the regional house in Melbourne and stuff
like that. That's where they're doing a lot. They don't do a lot
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of these big musicals that are produced there, King Kong being
an exception. So that's where I'd say the main difference is.
But I mean, it's all kind of it's all kind of the same. It's
general management and things like that. They really determine,
you know, we have a very strong union here. None of these
countries have very strong unions. So in that sense, it's
different. There's not the same sense of protection that that
Americans have. It's a very strong union and protective force on
the American side. To me, that's the biggest difference.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:15:45] Stephanie is asking something. You
touched on this before, but I would love if you're I would love
for you to maybe dove into a little a little bit more. She says.
How many changes or iterations do you go through with wigs for
certain characters? Do you start with drawings or actual wigs
that change? Is it the director that has the final say on the
piece? How much is the choreography for a person play into the
wig they get? So because you mentioned earlier about the
sketches and working together, so

Charles G LaPonite [00:16:09] I don't sketch, I barely research,
you know, I'm off the cuff kind of guy. I just I like I said,
let's take Paul, for instance. Paul will sit down. You'll he'll
look over the sketches. There's a rough sketch of what the hair
is. But looking at what he's doing, I get a sense of the period
we're in, what we're looking for in the conversation, I get an
idea of where we're at. Then when I meet with the actors, that's
kind of determining a lot of the color styling. What they're
feeling is intrinsic to the character and how that's reflected
in the hair. Because, you know, here's the one thing about hair
and probably clothes. Actors oftentimes feel like I think they
feel like they are kind of bottom of the totem pole and a lot of
ways that they don't have a lot of control over what's going on.
They're kind of puppets being moved around. I don't think that's
true. But there is a sense I think I get from actors that that's
what can they control the hair in their clothes. So what are
they bitch and moan about when they're upset about something,
their hair and their clothes. And that's because the anxiety has
a place to go. I don't think I've not had many bad experiences
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with actors. And the couple that I've had have all been anxiety
based. Whether it's my contribution to that or it's their
contribution, know all of that plays in. It's because it's so
present they can have their hands in it. They know themselves.
They know what they feel good in. And that oftentimes is
dictating the responses to questions that I'll have. And then I
it's my job to steer them maybe in a different direction,
because maybe what they're saying is so off base or so far
removed from the concept that the director and the costume
designer and I have come up with that I have to gently lead them
over to more over to our side and find somewhere in there a
compromise that maybe pushes them a little bit closer to what
we're thinking, but still gives them some sense that they had
some input into it, which I do I do want, because that only
informs what I'm doing and helps me. It helps me help them.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:18:26] Julie says when designing for
shows based on an existing property, maybe like Beetlejuice or
bring it on, how do you find the balance between styling to the
audience's preexisting visuals of the characters and then
bringing something new?

Charles G LaPonite [00:18:39] That is a that's a conceptual
thing. So that is done. That initial initial concept is done
without me in the room. I'm coming into the project generally
when the concept is already out there. So originally when we did
Beetlejuice, Lydia was originally a platinum blond because the
actress was platinum blond. She was platinum blond and long
hair, like her hair was long, like a baby doll. We wanted to go
totally against that type of dark hair. So she had dark roots. A
blond hair, it was long, it had four different styles, depending
on the costume she was in. That was the original concept. Then
when we when we did the run in D.C., it did not go over very
well. And that's when we switch back to the dark hair. But we
didn't want to do Winona Ryder either.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:19:25] Sure.
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Charles G LaPonite [00:19:25] So we kind of created our own
world within that iconic look.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:19:30] Yeah. How do you happen to know
that it didn't go over very well.

Charles G LaPonite [00:19:33] Oh, I know.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:19:36] I just wonder

Charles G LaPonite [00:19:37] It had nothing to do with me, had
nothing do with me. It just had to do with the producers saying,
oh,

Gillian Pensavalle [00:19:41] OK, I thought you might like the
audience

Charles G LaPonite [00:19:42] This is too iconic. Like, no, I'm
sure the audience reacted and that's why the producers reacted.
They're always looking at audience feedback. Right. But also it
was an iconic look in the movie. She had this dark Gothic look.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:19:55] Yeah, those bangs. I mean, there.

Charles G LaPonite [00:19:56] Yes. Yeah. So they wanted to
maintain I think they decided that they had gone too far one way
and we had to go back the other way.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:20:05] Yeah. Well, speaking of
Beetlejuice, Rob is asking, he says, look, I loved the wigs and
Beetlejuice, all of the underworld wigs. They were so fun from
the audience perspective, he says, also was Beetlejuice is flip
top under you or was it a collaboration with another department?
And if it was a collaboration, how was that experience? What
does this flip top under he's talking about?

Charles G LaPonite [00:20:24] OK, so there's a scene in
Beetlejuice. It lasts literally for 10 seconds where he is in a
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wig. It's a purple version of his look and he flips down and it
exposes his brain.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:20:40] Oh right.

Charles G LaPonite [00:20:40] Rember?

Gillian Pensavalle [00:20:40] Yeah, yeah.

Charles G LaPonite [00:20:40] Or he flips back and it opens up.
I can't remember which way it went, but yeah. So that's that's
the whole trick. And that was all of us in collaboration with
this gentleman I work with in Orlando. Bozic his company
actually built it for us.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:20:54] Beetlejuice, his hair changes
color throughout the show and the people are fascinated by that.
Mikalya is asking, do you know why that is?

Charles G LaPonite [00:21:01] Yes, it's because what we were
doing, the concept stuff. So Alex Timbers was very collaborative
with both myself and William Ivey Long. And we did all of
figuring out what Beetlejuice was going to be like in my studio.
So costumes would be coming in, we'd be doing makeup tests, we'd
be doing hair tests, trying stuff out, seeing what really
worked.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:21:22] You know, Alex Breitman was on the
Hamilcast.

Charles G LaPonite [00:21:24] Oh, was he?

Gillian Pensavalle [00:21:24] Yeah. Because Hamilton is also a
show about death. Everyone is Hamilton story. So he was my
second to last person before lockdown. Andy Blankenbuehler was
the last. But yeah. So we've discussed Beetlejuice at length on
this.

Charles G LaPonite [00:21:37] Awesome.
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Gillian Pensavalle [00:21:38] So I'm excited. So it all happened
in your

Charles G LaPonite [00:21:40] with Alex there. And what ended up
what I ended up seeing when William brought out the clothes was
that they were going to change the color of Beetlejuice, his
shirt, every time he went into a different scene. So instead of
it being green all the time, it was also red and then it went
purple. Then it went back to green. And I'm like, wait a minute,
why don't we make his hair change with the clothes so it all
ties in together. And that's basically what happened. I just
made a suggestion and they all ran with it. So we did a mock up
of it and they loved it. And that's that's where it is.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:22:13] I read again when I was Googling
you today that Alex Breitman did an interview and someone said,
is that your real hair throughout the show? And his response
was, no, but thank you for thinking that I'm going to pass it on
to the hair and wig people that you think it's my actual hair,
because it does look like, oh, you just I don't know how I mean
it. Again, the magic of theater was just like, wow, that's Alex
Brightman's hair. And it's different. A different color now.
Like, you don't think, well, he was just because he says he was
like, yeah, I'm just getting, like, poked with bobby pins all
all day, like, yeah. You know, just different wigs in and out.
But you don't think that when you're watching the show, you're
just like you're just so enamored with the fact that you're
watching this happen in front of you that I would be hard
pressed to find someone who's like, there's another wig. It just
seems naturally like it's it's his hair.

Charles G LaPonite [00:23:04] Well, that's awesome. Yeah. That
totally jazzed up because that's again it goes back to what I
was saying before. You know, I'm trying to do things no matter
how outlandish they are. I always want it to feel like it's
coming from your head. If I were to make you a wig, it could be
an 18th century piled up whatever white wig, I would still I
would still make it. So it had natural hair line. It was growing
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from, you know, hard edges. You know, you see Bridgton. Did you
see that TV series?

Gillian Pensavalle [00:23:36] I think I'm the only person on the
planet who has it, but I know exactly what you're talking about.
I know they're all very beautiful and the

Charles G LaPonite [00:23:42] amazing, amazing all the way
around. I loved every minute of it. All of those felt very, you
know, film is much more difficult to do because it's so tied in
and close. It's very hard to make it always. If you're wig
person, you definitely pick up on what's a wig and what's not.
But I thought they were so well done and so well crafted in
their styling and so outlandishly outrageous how we mixed
Periods. Bangs. With, you know, like an eighteen eighties updo,
it was so coocoo and fun and just, you know, but they still read
like real hair.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:24:17] Right

Charles G LaPonite [00:24:18] I mean, even that Afro on the
queen, you still believe you believe you bought it. You bought
into it. And that's the idea.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:24:25] Yeah. And I think exactly what
you're saying. The thing about Beetlejuice is that with Alex
Brightman's hair, it's still a little bit his haircut. You know,
like it's still just an extension.

Charles G LaPonite [00:24:35] It has a sense of him. Exactly. It
has an essence of him. And that's what we're that's what we try
to do with Hamilton. It's to get that the sense of the person in
the hair in their

Gillian Pensavalle [00:24:45] Betty is asking which character of
which show that you've ever worked on had the most challenging
wig to create and why?
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Charles G LaPonite [00:24:54] I won't say there is one
challenging one. I would say the hardest ones for us to do and
to make work are when you have either a guy who has a real ultra
fade. Someone who's bald, the ultra fade is actually even harder
because there's nothing around the nape to grip to, you can't
use an adhesive because they still have some hair you can't
really use bands sometimes work, but they don't always grip.
They oftentimes slip off, especially in a lot of dancing. So
something like that is really a challenge because you have to
figure out how you're going to keep this thing on this person's
head. For instance, there was a girl in the Cher Show who really
only had hair on the top and she was all shaved really close
here. So she had nothing for us to prep into. She only had very
little here to prep. So a few times that wig went flying because
there was no way to keep it. We had to figure out a way to
really keep that with her.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:25:53] What would you figure out?

Charles G LaPonite [00:25:54] I think we did like part band,
part front lace, and somehow that ended up gripping. She also
started we made her grow our hair out a little bit more because
we needed something

Gillian Pensavalle [00:26:04] to hold onto.

Charles G LaPonite [00:26:05] Yeah. And the thing with her
texture hair was that after a while it starts to grow out. It
starts to act like Velcro because it the helix kind of catches
on a net or a lace or something. So that helps us because it
will naturally grab so that that helps in that situation. But
that was a struggle, a struggle for her. It was strong for us.
We were all trying to figure out how we would make this work,
because in that they were this is a scene where there are
literally flinging their heads around. The hair is just flying.
So there's no way to hide. You can't just throw the wig on. It
has to be on their heads. Otherwise it's going to go into the
wings.
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Gillian Pensavalle [00:26:39] And it did.

Charles G LaPonite [00:26:40] And it did. It did a couple of
times. That hadn't happened in a long time. I was that was that
was a rough patch there.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:26:48] Do you remember the first time you
saw a wig of yours just flying off into the wings or into the, I
don't know, the pit or the audience?

Charles G LaPonite [00:26:56] No, I actually think in all of my
time it's happened maybe twice now that I've seen it. So it may
have happened within the show. I've heard of it happening within
the show. Yeah. But I didn't I didn't see it, so it wasn't that
big of a deal.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:27:08] Well, that's great.

Charles G LaPonite [00:27:08] Yeah. But I think the Cher Show is
the most recent one and then before that I don't really
remember, but I know it's happened a couple of times. So to pick
pinpoint one that's the most difficult is probably the hardest
thing to do. But in thinking about it, I would say LaChanze's
wig as Ceiley in The Color Purple was the most challenging
because it had a lot of it had a lot riding on it. It had really
what would become my future riding on it. It had a relationship
between she and I, between Paul Tazewell and myself. This was
these were all very new relationships in which we were
discovering how to make things like this work and how to
represent African-American Latino people through hair in
Broadway, which is which was a very underrepresented group at
the time. So it came with a lot of fear and trepidation, never
mind all of the sweat and anxiety that went into the actual
building of the wig and the creation of the design. I think
ultimately that when I choose that one, because that's also when
I realized or came upon an aha moment in my career where I was
like, oh, this this is what I'm supposed to do. This is up until
this point, wig making and wig design. It was I was new to the
design part with the wig making part. It was really as a method
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to make money and to make a living. It wasn't a career. And at
that moment I realized, oh, this is my place. I found this this
I understand this. I can do I can make this work. And this is
where I'm supposed to go. So that's really that's what made it
the most challenging and the most rewarding at the same time.
That was that was my big.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:28:58] Yeah. So I know what it's like to
put a lot of work into something and then finally eventually
say, oh, I think I can do this for a job, but I feel like to
actually physically make what you're making is real tedious
work. Right. Like, it

Charles G LaPonite [00:29:13] takes a lot of patience. Yeah. And
I have to you really have to go into a zone to do it, because
otherwise you start to process, you start to look, it's it's a
difficult process to learn. And when you have it, you have to
get it in your body. And once it's in your body, you can always
pull it back up and then you can start to focus on a lot of
things. So once, like, for instance, I design a wig and I figure
out how the color will be with the texture will be all that
stuff. I can literally sit there and watch a TV show because I
have a sense of, I think, an innate sense of what I want it to
do or as I'm doing it, exploring how it's shifting and changing
as I'm going. And I'm realizing, oh, maybe my first idea wasn't
the best. And it's going in this direction. Maybe that's the you
know, I let my intuition kind of guide, but it is you have to
learn the tediousness of tying the knot and then let go of the
idea that you are just sitting there tying knots, bent over in a
hunched position for eight hours, 10 hours a day.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:30:13] So it is this muscle memory, but
it's still very personal, because the person sits down and you
have this conversation

Charles G LaPonite [00:30:19] and you're I mean, I'm always
thinking about it. I'm always second guessing myself. And all my
insecurity comes into.
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Gillian Pensavalle [00:30:25] Oh, of course.

Charles G LaPonite [00:30:26] Every button I could push right.
Is really and all the wigmaker. It's insecurity, it's self
worth. It's all kinds of shit wrapped up into a silly wig that
ends up being how you make your how you partly how you define
yourself and how you make a career.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:30:45] Well, if you ever need
reassurance, you can call me. I know you have lots of people in
your life how amazing you are, but I'm happy to listen. If
you're hunched over, I'll say I'll put those shoulders back.
Hydrate, keep doingwhat youre doing.

Charles G LaPonite [00:30:59] Thank you.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:31:02] My husband Mike has a question
too, because we know you know, we know theater people might you
know, he's an actor and he says, who do you think is the best
therapist? The hair people, the makeup people or the wardrobe
people?

Charles G LaPonite [00:31:15] It's always the hair people. They
come to the wig room all the time. That's where everybody wants
to be.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:31:22] Is it because you sit them down
and say, I want to know a little bit more about you before the
wake up or like, well, or what is it about the hair department?

Charles G LaPonite [00:31:29] I think it's again, it goes back
to where one of the previous questions where we talked about.
People's identity and the things they can control. So there's a
certain amount of comfortability and letting go of guardedness
when you're in the with once everything's established and you're
sitting there and able to kind of just get into the routine of
what you're doing as a performer. I think it's just a natural
it's just a natural letting go of whatever is coming to mind.
That's what you talk about. You know, it's also a very congenial
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social situation, but we just tend to be the ones. And plus,
we're also the most fun. That's where anybody wants to hang out.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:32:11] Well, yeah. So I was going to say,
like, once that part is over, I can absolutely imagine myself
walking into just like, hey, you know. Yeah, I'm going to say
but hi.

Charles G LaPonite [00:32:21] Yeah, that's that's really what.
And if there happens to be a glass of wine with it at some
point, you

Gillian Pensavalle [00:32:26] know, look, I'm just, I'm just
come on. I'm always down for that. I owe you like ten, ten
rounds already. I mean, my good

Charles G LaPonite [00:32:35] Oh please, you owe me nothing. Oh,
please. Come on.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:32:37] Rick is asking, what is this show
you've always wanted to work on, but you just haven't yet?

Charles G LaPonite [00:32:42] Look, I'm pretty ambitious. I
would like to work on everything that is impossible. That
certainly was the case when I was younger. Now I have I am lucky
in this life that I have pretty much done everything that I set
out to do. Everything that comes my way is gravy, and I feel
very fortunate to have the opportunities to do it and try it. I
also am in a place where I can pick and choose a little bit more
what I want to do now, which is a nice place to be, especially
as I get older and start thinking about where I want my life to
go and how I want it to end. I don't there's nothing I want to
do, Persay, but there are things out there that are coming my
way that I'm sure I want to do that will jazz me up and excite
me. I have a couple of things in the future that are sitting
there waiting for us to open up that are really interesting
projects to me. So we'll see what happens. I might be doing my
first Bollywood musical. That'll be a blast.
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Gillian Pensavalle [00:33:42] Oh my God.

Charles G LaPonite [00:33:43] Yeah, that's now there's something
I haven't done that I really would like. Yeah, that would be
really fun.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:33:48] What have you never been asked.
Like, what do you want people to know about you or your job or
people working in your field, you know, or are there any big
misconceptions you want to clear out there?

Charles G LaPonite [00:34:01] There are a lot of ways to answer
this question, I suppose. I don't know that I spend all that
much time thinking about it. I'm too busy to really give that
too much energy. But I would say the one misconception is that
it's kind of a female business. And that's that comes more
directly from producers, directors. You get the sense that
somehow. We're very misunderstood in terms of what it is we do
and the amount of work that goes into what we do it and that
it's it has almost that hairdressing or design, I think goes for
custom design as well. Tends to be a more feminine adjective.
That's a word. I think that's the misconception is that it's
maybe I'll take away the feminine masculine part of it. It's
more that. It's underestimated the amount of work that goes in
and the time and the energy, the mental energy, the physical,
the emotional energy that goes into what we do and that we
really do, we really are the therapists of the theater world.
And that would that includes makeup, hair and costumes. We're
the ones who have to deal with everybody's ego and kind of keep
it moving toward the concept of what we're doing as opposed to
just feeding you, always having to steer people out of their
anxieties, out of their stresses, out of there, because all of
that stuff comes into the room with them when they're coming in
for fittings or when they're coming to get their wig off. They
had a bad show. You get that kind of all the detritus of that.
You know, we're constantly negotiating how to keep everybody on
track. It's a lot of work, but fun, too. I mean, it's also a lot
of fun
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Gillian Pensavalle [00:35:57] Well, yeah, I'm sure it is also
very fulfilling because it really is very personal. I mean, it's
more personal than I think people think it is because you are
having these conversations with people to make sure that they
feel comfortable giving their best performance. You are part of
that.

Charles G LaPonite [00:36:16] Right. And my ego's part of it,
too. You know, this is what I do, right? If it's not working,
I'm somehow it's somehow it is on me to fix. You know, I have to
fix this because no one I have I invest so much integrity into
what I do. But also it's my job. My job is to make sure that the
design is represented, the concept is represented, that I'm
represented, the cost designers are represent, the whole show is
represented. That's a lot of stuff that goes into granted, I'm
nit picking now and kind of really getting into rabbit hole a
little bit because in the process I'm not thinking this ever.
OK, but you ask that. I'm telling you what I think it is.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:36:56] Yeah, no, I call that a deep dive.
I don't call it. And what is the thing you're asked the most
that you just want to say it one last time. Like what? What do
you never need to be asked again about your gig. And maybe I
asked.

Charles G LaPonite [00:37:13] No. You know what, you know what I
never really need to hear again? Can we get that any lower? Any
cheaper?

Gillian Pensavalle [00:37:18] Oh, no!

Charles G LaPonite [00:37:18] No, no. You can no. This is what
it cost. It's a lot of a lot of work. Yes.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:37:24] Oh, my God. Pay people.

Charles G LaPonite [00:37:25] And I'm already giving you a deal.

Charles G LaPonite [00:37:26] Yeah.
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Gillian Pensavalle [00:37:26] Pay people for their work in their
talent and expertize and experience. Polese Yeah.

Charles G LaPonite [00:37:31] Yeah. That's really I never going
to hear that.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:37:33] OK, and I'll never ask you that
question, that word.

Charles G LaPonite [00:37:37] Thank you.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:37:38] OK, well look, please keep me
posted on anything. I mean, I'm sure I'll hear about it, but
please keep you posted on anything you're doing or what you're
up to. I'm just like I'm just in awe of you. I'm a big fan of
yours. I'm so grateful that you took the time to hang out with
me.

Charles G LaPonite [00:37:55] You are so awesome. Thank you.
Thank you.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:37:57] Thank you. You spent your Friday
night with me. I appreciate it. More than, you know.

Charles G LaPonite [00:38:01] Date night, whoo!

Gillian Pensavalle [00:38:02] That's right. Absolutely. We
didn't even have to split a bottle of wine or anything, just
like you and me. And good conversation. So where do you have
social media? Where can people find you?

Charles G LaPonite [00:38:14] Well, I have an Instagram account.
I'm not really all that, you know, I'm so lazy, I don't do any
of that crap. So, yeah, I mean, if people want to get in touch
with me also, if there are people out there who are interested
in doing this as a career and really want to be no, I'm not
talking about people who want to run shows. I'm talking people
who want to be wig designers. That's kind of where I want to
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take my business now. You know, I don't think a lot of people
know that this is a viable career and something you can make a
living at and a very good living, you know, and create your own
thing, create your own business. I am not a business minded guy.
I never was. I never thought I never imagined my life to be
here. But I'm running a very successful business and you know,
you can do it. It's something that you can do. It's please come
and learn how to deal wigmaker and see what it's all about. You
can reach me on my email. It's Charles G. Lapointe. That's l a p
o i n t e at gmail dot com. You can also reach me at CCGLapoint
@ msn.com. Old school.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:39:15] Old school.

Charles G LaPonite [00:39:15] Yeah, but I want people to learn
this. I mean this is a this is a really interesting art form
that people should know about experience. It's really hard to do
and do it. Well, it's really it takes a lot, a lot of work. And
so I'm game to show anybody.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:39:31] You know, it's funny because I
asked you before we started recording, I was like, so how much
do you know about the pod? Like, what should I tell you about
the Patreon Peep and the sign off and everything? And you said
that you didn't really know that much about it. And it's so
funny because right now you just sort of said, like such a
thesis of the show, which is like make the thing, do the thing,
go out and make it and find it. So I love that this is like the
best first date.

Charles G LaPonite [00:39:58] You are awesome. I love what
you're doing, it's really fun.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:40:00] Thank you so much. And you know,
I'm going to take you up on it. You know, if you're when you
come back to New York and we're around and I'd love to, I don't
know, just hang with you. You got to sign my Hamiltome, my sign
and book. So we all hang out anyway. But.
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Charles G LaPonite [00:40:13] Yes please I would love it.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:40:14] I want to experience what you do.
I'm just I really am in awe of you. So thank you so, so much for
taking the time.

Charles G LaPonite [00:40:19] I so appreciate it. Really, really
means a lot. Thanks a lot. And I'm going to get you in touch
with Paul.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:40:24] Oh, please. I mean, honestly, that
is like that's a dream. An absolute dream. So thank you for
everything, Patreon Peeps. Thank you so much for your amazing
questions. Thank you for hanging out with me week after week.
And I will talk to you so soon. I love you. I am G. Pen.

Charles G LaPonite [00:40:42] And I am Charles G. LaPointe.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:40:44] Yes.

Gillian Pensavalle [00:41:22] The Hamilcast is brought to you by
my love of the thing TM and my complete lack of chill, please
join me in raising all the glasses to Sir Alex Lacamoire for
generously making my intro music and this custom Yorktown
arrangement that I will never, ever get over. Thank you. Thank
you. Thank you. To become a patreon peep and join the best,
kindest and most welcoming corner of the Internet, go to Patreon
dot com, slash the Hamilcast. You can submit questions to
guests, join Zoom Hangouts, get behind the scenes access and of
course, my unending gratitude. I'm at the Hamilcast on all
social media and you can listen wherever you get your podcasts.
Visit the Hamilcast dot com for transcripts, episodes and more.
You can see what's going on with Mike. You know Mike at Michael
Paul Smith dot net. True Crime Obsessed is my true crime comedy
podcast with my podcast soul mate Patrick Hinds of Theater
People and Broadway BackStory fame. Thank you so much for
listening. It means the world to me, to the revolution.
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